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No blessing goes uncontested
The aphorism “No blessing goes uncontested” is attributed to Bishop Sandy Millar. Bishop Sandy is one of the
founding principal for the Alpha course; which is an evangelistic course that introduces the basics tenets of the
Christian faith and poses the existential question “What is the meaning of life?”. A very erudite saying and most
appropriate to the context of the recently concluded US elections. The hard part of the election may be over, but the
hardest part has yet to come for Biden and his team. Beyond coping with the seemingly uncontrollable breakout of
Covid while ensuring the momentum of the economic recovery continues, Biden must deal with a dysfunctional and
fractious House and the public. While the rest of the world and the capital markets welcome this blessing of a victory,
the road ahead for the US will also be strongly contested.
In our last Navigator, Band-Aid, we expounded on the important distinction between the initial flurry of fiscal
stimuli launched globally that was meant to provide critical but short-term buffers to the economy versus the 2nd phase
of fiscal stimulus championed by the likes of Europe and China that promotes sustainable growth and provides a fillip to
earnings prospects that consequently will dictate the path of future returns. We have also argued that they will be no
2nd phase fiscal plan from the US until post-election and unfortunately partisan politics proven us right. As of writing,
the Blue Wave the polls and the markets were expecting has turned into a Blue Mirage. The control of the Senate is
undecided while the Democrats control in the House was reduced leaving President-elect Biden with a divided
Congress. As there will be a run-off in Georgia for 2 Senate seats on 5 January, the 2nd phase of fiscal stimulus in the US
can vary significantly. Pre-election, the Senate is only willing to pass a continuation of band-aid fiscal relief of $500mn, in
contrast to Biden’s $1.0 trn plus a $1.0trn infrastructure spending plans and the Democrats $2.0-2.5 trn hope. The
current expectation is for Biden’s mastery of diplomacy will reach a compromise of $1.0trn to be enacted in early
1Q21. According to Goldman Sachs’ projections, the difference between a Democratic sweep versus a
divided Congress to 2021 GDP is 5.3% or 9.0% respectively; a material divergence that can have
numerous profound impacts such as the widening of fiscal deficit in the US, a higher path of inflation and
commiserating yields, the continuous decline in the dollar, pressuring bonds prices but positive for
equities allocation, and within equities, rotation out of growth to value, tech and communication
services to financials and cyclicals, small-cap preference over big-cap stocks.
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While the rhetoric and development in US politics are important, the development timeline for
a Covid vaccine is far more material. The Pfizer and BioNTech announcement this week has shifted the
discussion away from the madhouse politicking in the US to when can normalcy returns. While the time of the
announcement was expected as we have opined in our previous edition, what surprised the market is the efficacy of
the drug at 90%. We attempt to answer a few follow-up questions from this important announcement.
1. Why a 90% efficacy vaccine is important? The earlier Phase 2 readout for many candidates
including Pfizer were only for 45-55%. Many scientists including Dr Fauci have said even with a 50-75%
efficacy, it is safe enough to be used. A higher efficacy vaccine will go a long way to assuage doubters
and encourage more to take it. A high efficacy also means less than 55% of the global population
needs to be vaccinated to achieve herd immunity.
If efficacy is >90%, more than 60% of Americans willing to take the vaccine
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A wide path for the next US fiscal impulse depending on who controls the Senate in 5 Jan 2021

2. What are the important timelines to note?
a. 17th Nov - Pfizer plans to submit to FDA for emergency use.
b. Mid- November: Moderna Phase 3 readout. Market expects similar level of efficacy as it uses
the same technology as Pfizer,
c. Mid December: Moderna submits to FDA for emergency use.
d. Mar 2021 – Pfizer and Moderana submits full approval to FDA.
e. April 2021 – Pfizer and Moderan hopes to get full approval.
(We have followed these two companies’ timelines given they have been more transparent and are now the frontrunners. We have of course out of prudence omitted the Chinese and Russian vaccines)

3.

How challenging is the distribution of mRNA vaccines that Pfizer and Moderna is

fridge (they are working on extending it to 15 days) and 6 months if stored at -70 degrees Celsius.
There are several distribution plans discussed which largely resemble a typical hub-spoke
arrangement. 3PL operators like UPS, FedEx with their expertise in ultra-cold-chain management will
be enlisted to distribute to central hubs. There are plans to have onsite vaccination near these coldchain hubs to minimize spoilage or on-demand delivery under normal cold storage conditions to
clinics/pharmacies. It worth pointing out that Moderna, Sanofi and Novavax vaccines are more stable
and can be stored at -4 degrees Celsius aka normal fridge temperature.
A typical distribution chain

Source: HHS

4. Will there be enough doses for the world? Pfizer plans to produce 60mn dose (2 doses are
needed) by end of the year and 1.3bn with a sequential increase every quarter up to 1.3bn by end
2021. Moderna’s (one-dose needed only) plans to manufacture 20mn by year end and 500mn – 1bn
by 2021. If all the four leading candidates’ vaccines are approved by 2Q21, we can expect over 10bn
of vials available by the end of 2021 which will be sufficient to inoculate the entire world’s population.
In fact, many of the developed economies will have surpluses for example the US will have 80%
surplus going into 2022.
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using? Pfizer’s vaccine and be stored for 15 days under dry-ice thermal shipping and 5 days in the

5. The durability of the vaccines is hard to ascertain. The belief is probably like other flu
vaccinations that last between 6-12 months to as long as 4 years through booster shots.
According to UBS estimate, an early vaccine trajectory like the one we have currently will see
global GDP growth return to 2019 level by as early as 3Q-4Q21. This is not an unreasonable assumption
despite rising cases of Covid in the western hemispheres. Unlike the initial lockdown, this current lock-down is
concentrated in the services sectors, contentiously the “fun service sectors” like restaurants and nightlife. The
manufacturing sector has not been meaningfully impacted and the latest PMI indicators corroborate with this view.
October’s PMI-Manufacturing climbed 0.60 to 53.0, the fourth consecutive months of expansion. Output and new
orders indices within manufacturing accelerated at their fastest level since early 2018, while future output jumped to
the highest since April 2018. The breadth of improving PMI-manufacturing is elevated at 78% of all the countries that
publishes PMI surveys. The Services PMI increased 0.90 to 52.9 marking the fourth consecutive months of
improvements similarly to manufacturing despite renewed lockdown and while its breath has declined from a high of
72%, more than 53% of the countries have reported month-month improvement.
Global PMI-Manufacturing Oct @53.0 with strong breadth
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10bn doses plan by end of 2021 with many countries in surplus of their own needs

The renewed lockdown in Europe while is not near levels in Mar-May is impacting businesses in varying
degrees. Visits to retail and recreation venues may have plunged but mobility to the workplace remains unchanged
and is much higher than April lows reflecting a nuanced lockdown as well as behavioral changes such as mask-wearing
and the norms of social distancing. We are expecting western hemispheres economies to slow in 4Q20 no doubt, but
strongly reject the view of a 2nd wave cases inducing another recession. The supply chain has learned to adapt and to
complement with revised workflow and virus containment strategies. The E-commerce adoption rate has accelerated
materially especially in the retail sector cushioning the impact of retail sales as mobility decreases.

In summary, if anyone would have told you in the trough of the pandemic in March-April that
global economic output will fully recover by 3Q-4Q21, you would have dismissed him/her as a madcap
optimist. Even in our contrarian optimistic outlook shared in our April webinar, The Protagoras Paradox Covid19,
we have expected only full recovery in 2022. UBS expects China GDP will return to 2019 level by 3Q20, the
US by 3Q21 and the overall developed economies by end of 2021. They are forecasting 2020 global GDP to
contract -3.8% but to bounce strongly 5.6% in 2021; a forecast that is similar to Goldman Sachs which have also factor
this recent good news from Pfizer that should predicate a faster vaccination rollout.
Who would have thought global economy to be back to pre-pandemic level by end of 2021
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Current Europe lock down has a different kind of impact

Asset Allocation Strategy
Our revised economic outlook of a faster economic recovery prompted by the recent vaccine
breakthrough alters our asset allocation on many fronts. Chief of which is to upgrade our equities back to
Overweight. Two of the major pushbacks on owning more equities now are the arguments that the market has rallied
already and valuations are expensive (more in the segment of Equities outlook).
Some of you may recall in our March edition, Never let a good crisis go to waste, we made an important
distinction between typical cyclical induced bear markets versus the more ominous structural bears,
and event-driven bears. In the cyclical bears, the S&P tend to fall 31% from peak to trough and lasted on average
27 months, while a structural bear is the most damaging bear markets lasting 42 months and declining by a whopping leverage, high M&A activities were not present. It is not a cyclical bear market because we are were in fact at the cusp
of global synchronized recovery and in all intent and looks, this bear market looks like a typical event-driven
bear. Event bear markets are the shortest lasting an average of 9 months though the decline is acute similar to a
cyclical bear decline of -32%. The Event driven bear markets typically take 15 months to retrace back to its peak with
the shortest happening in the credit crunch and the Vietnam war of 1966 taking only 7 months. So how does this
Covid-bear market compare to other event-bears? It has been the shortest bear market lasting only 1 month, trough
at -32% from peak similar to declines of cyclical bears, and has taken 5 months to recover back to last high in
February (it did retreat from the February’s high in the months of September and October). However, what will
interest us most is that in all event-driven bear markets, after it has recovered its losses the returns 12
months after are large with an average return of +39% during this period. We are now only 6% higher
from the last peak!
We correctly called this a bear market
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57% on average. We argued that is the current bear market is neither structural as the typical excesses of over -

Equities: Upgrade from Underweight to Overweight now. We have commented in our last Navigator,
notorious bad seasonality factor of August to October, the outcome of US Presidential election, and valuations were
our main reasons for our downgrade. The seasonality concern has played out to script which saw an impressive
August return of 6% only to be given back by two consecutive months of decline results in a total return of -0.2%
during this period. We are now moving into the highest probability of positive return months of the year
and one of the highest average monthly returns over the next two months. The key event risk of US
elections has passed and the worst stock market outcome according to data from 1900 on all Presidential elections
was averted (ie a Blue wave sweep). Instead, the second-best outcome of a divided Congress with a new President is
likely the case.

Source: Bloomberg

While valuations remain expensive, uber low interest rates globally also support equities multiples as it
depresses the cost of capital. Furthermore, we have observed that the latest earnings season has been one
of the strongest beats since record has been kept and provides some cushion against valuation. 67% of
the US companies that reported have exceeded consensus estimates, the highest rate on the record. The consensus
was expecting US companies’ earnings to fall 21% yoy but instead is tracking -8% driven by resilient profit margins and
much lower provisions/write-downs across many industries. 81% of companies in Europe have reported 75% of them
are beating estimate and by a wide margin of 15% higher though EPS declined by -31% yoy. In Asia ex-Japan reporting
season has only started with 66% reported so far with a healthy growth of 13% yoy and 32% qoq. Earnings surprise
for Asia companies is the second highest since 2001 with 57% companies beating estimates by median of +8%.
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Seasonality weakness in Aug-October has played out like textbook and Nov-Dec are good months

This leads us to an analysis we did back in 2018 start of the year strategy piece, Eat, Drink, Man, Woman2018 countering the issue about expensive valuations. In that analysis, there have been 15 years since 1990 S&P trades
at expensive valuation (defined as above +1sd mean or 17x and above) and of those 15 years, 10 of them still managed
to record positive returns by an average of 14%. We then try to correlate the returns of those “expensive years” to
EPS growth versus earnings revisions momentum (ERM). Interestingly, ERM has a bigger influence on returns
outcome. 80% of those “expensive years” when returns were negative had negative ERM, conversely
during those “expensive years” when returns are positive, 56% of the time, ERM was improving. We
also found that in the years when EPS growth was negative if ERM has turned positive in those years,
the returns are positive all of the time. The 6% return of 2020 performance so far is vindicating this
thesis. Global EPS is expected to fall 20% this year but ERM bottomed for many regions by Jun 20 and since Jul 20,
has turned positive for nearly all regions except Japan which has turned positive in the last few months. History
therefore should lead us to believe 2020 will end as a positive return year. Heading to 2021, the consensus is
expecting EPS growth to be second highest on recent history and we will be monitoring ERM carefully to counterbalance the argument of high valuations.
Positive ERM is the panacea to all woes
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3Q20 has been one of the best earnings seasons on record for many regions

We have made numerous changes to our equities portfolio. We have reduced tech materially as
our sanguine economic outlook of a powerful inflection in the coming quarters leads us to believe tech,
particularly mega-tech is prone to rotation out to cyclicals/value sectors. We believe the market is underestimating the grounds swell of negative sentiment towards the monopolistic big-tech. In its place, we have added
more financials, industrials and as mentioned in previous editions, increased our holdings in covid dogs like
consumer discretionary and travel-related companies. We continued to add to our healthcare exposures
focusing on growth focused and health tech upstarts via a healthcare manager. Our regional preferences have also
shifted with an increase in Asia equities as they have been able to manage the pandemic better and recover faster than
any region, particularly in China equities. We have also introduced a very low-correlated long-short US-focused
equities manager as well as option strategy manager as part of our build-up of alternative investments that should
reduce our overall volatility even as we elect to run a higher level of equities exposure. We have also incorporated an
this space.
Fixed Income: No change still underweight but under the hood plenty. The most material view governing
our fixed income allocation is the belief that yields will rise further and the curve will steepen much more than the
market is currently pricing as the global economic recovery consolidates. We believe the magnitude of another 4050bps rise between the short-long end of the US curve for 2021 is possible especially considering Fed’s new directive
of the Average Inflation Targeting framework. This should pressure long-dated bonds but aid inflation-linkers bonds.
We have reduced duration significantly in our government bond holdings and have the maximum
allocated exposure in TIPs.
We have also diversified away from owning US Treasures and included for the first time the
purchase of China government bonds. The opening of the China onshore debt market will be a seminal event
and should lead to at least USD12-15bn per month of inflows into the local market in the coming years. China bonds
(A+ rating) are now the 2nd highest yielding debt only with Mexico (BBB) higher than it. It offers a 250bps per year
pick up to the average yield of global government bonds. If you can earn 2.5% more per annum by owning China
government bond versus US Treasuries, in ten years times this will be compounded to 28% more in returns. RMB
must depreciate 30% from here for you to lose all the extra returns (more of USD view later). China’s low foreign
ownership of its debt at less than 5% compares favourably to the US 40% and especially to Japan’s zero yielding JCBs
in which 20% of such debt is held by foreigners. The China government debt pays a higher yield (2.44% spread to
UST10) and index inclusion could drive USD400bn inflows in 2020 alone. There is also a large pool of domestic savers
which will soon have bigger and more liquid asset classes to invest besides equities and properties.
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ESG framework in our investment process and selected one of the longest track record fund managers investing in

China govt bond is the highest yielding A & above debt

12-15 bn per month inflows expected

and swapping for an Asia focused bond manager that has the flexibility to invest up to 40% of the fund in high yield
debt. The overall credit quality of the fixed income portfolio has not changed even though we have reduced
investment-grade debt and increased our high yield, because we have also increased our government bond holdings
via the China onshore bonds and inflation linkers in the US. We continued to favour unconstrained bond managers as
rates are so low and an uncorrelated trade finance strategy.
The not so curious case of the US$ 7 years itch anymore

FX: Reiterating our call for USD to continue its 7-year march lower. FX are a peculiar asset class. In
equities, fixed income and even commodities, their investment merits can be assess on a standalone basis along the
lines of PE-EPS growth for equities , Yield-Duration-Credit quality for bond and demand-supply dynamics for
commodities, currency is always viewed relative to other currencies. What are the relative factors that will drive USD
weaker? We pin down three relative factors that will drive the dollar weaker.
1. As we are expecting above-trend GDP growth globally, inflation will trend higher particularly in the first half
of 2021 further aided by optically easier comps of 1H20. The negative US real rates will worsen in the
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We have shifted down the credit scale slightly exiting low yielding and longer-dated investment grade debt

coming months accentuated with the Fed pledging low for longer as it tolerates an overshoot in
inflation eroding the attractiveness of the USD.

2. US exceptionalism fades. Consensus 2021 GDP forecast is for the US (3.6%) rebound to be lesser than
Europe (5.2%), China (7.5%) and EM bloc (6.1%). 2021 US GDP growth forecast of 3.6% is lower than the
global aggregate of 5.6% with a caveat that there will not be a Democrats sweep come January 2021.
Furthermore, the political imbroglio has eroded its brand of democracy and its global leadership.
3. Sizable alternatives to the USD. For the first time since the EU was created, there will be a union of
fiscal policy via the EU Recovery initiatives. The EU Green initiatives will be funded by the issuance of EUR
denominated. A total of EUR1trn bonds issuance or 5-6x more than previous years will open a sizable
alternative safer haven asset for investors. As we have mentioned above, the Chinese government bond offers
a very attractive absolute yield and when credit rating adjusted is unparalleled to any government bonds
globally. Collectively, the enlarged EUR and CNY bond market could be 79% of the current stock of US
government debt by 2030. Bitcoin is another emerging alternative currency to hold. We have touched on the
recent developments of digital currency and its allure in our Jun 20 Navigator, The four horsemen of the
Apocalypse. Bitcoin is now a USD300bn alternative followed by Ethereum a $52bn option.
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Strong correlation of negative US real rates to lower USD

Commodities: Underweight with long Gold as the key expression. Normally a stronger growth and weaker
USD should be positive for commodities such as oil prices. However, our long-term structural biases against oil is the
eventual displacement of demand as alternative energy sources have reached or are at close to grid-parity in many
industrialized nations. The push by many nations to be carbon neutral by 2050 is another headwind. Oil can also be
complicated by potential supply increase should a Biden presidency leads to more conciliatory quid pro quo overtures
towards Iran and Libya. Prefer to hold Gold as an inflation and portfolio hedge or a tactical trade on copper as
reflection of stronger growth

Alternatives: Added an US centric long-short equities manager, a low-correlation option strategy manager.
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"蚂蚁金服" or "马已今服"
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Risk Disclosure
Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. Covenant Capital (“CC”) may not have taken any steps to ensure that the securities or
financial instruments referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor. CC will not treat recipients as its customers by their receiving the report. The investments or services
contained or referred to in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about such investments
or investment services. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your
circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you. The price, value of and income from any of the securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can
fall as well as rise. The value of securities and financial instruments is affected by changes in a spot or forward interest and exchange rates, economic indicators, the financial standing of
any issuer or reference issuer, etc., that may have a positive or adverse effect on the income from or the price of such secu rities or financial instruments. By purchasing securities or
financial instruments, you may incur above the principal as a result of fluctuations in market prices or other financial indices, etc. Investors in securities such as A DRs, the values of which
are influenced by currency volatility, effectively assume this risk.
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Commodities prices performance during periods of USD weakness

